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241 Tote 
 
Short Description: The 241 Tote is a fabric lovers favorite! Use large print focus fabrics!! Using 
small cuts of fabric, you’ll be able to use your favorites and still have scraps leftover. 
 
Long Description: It’s called the 241 because it’s like 2 patterns in one! One version of the bag 
has two exterior side pockets (great for beginners), the other has two exterior zippered pockets 
(for those who might want a bit of a challenge). 
 
Additional features: 

o interior pocket 
o magnetic snap closure 
o step-by-step instructions with professional easy to understand illustrations 
o full size print-at-home pattern pieces 

 
Skill Level: Confident Beginner/Intermediate.  
Basic bag making skills helpful. Ability to sew curves helpful. 
 

Finished dimensions: 13.5″ wide, 12″ tall, 24 tall including handle, 2.5″ deep across the base, 

                     
Date & Time:   
 
Pattern—241 Tote by Noodlehead 
Pattern, zippers, and fabrics can be purchased at Gigi’s Fabric Shop.   
  

Materials & Supplies Needed:  written on the back of the pattern    
 
Supplies Needed for Day of Class:  

 Sewing machine with appropriate thread, walking foot, zipper foot, edge (topstitch) foot, 

and #14 or 16 or microtex needle  

 Pins, rotary cutter, rulers (6 ½ x 12 is a useful size), cutting mat for personal use 

 Pencil, chalk, water soluble pen or thin marker to mark with 

 Wonder clips   

 Pinking shears (optional) 

 
All classes are supported by fabric purchases at Gigi’s. A 10% discount will be provided for all 
class materials.  This is how we keep our doors open. We appreciate your support.  
 
You will be learning how to measure and cut fabrics, to use interfacings in bags to provide sta-
bility, sewing in darts and along curves.  How to install zippers & other hardware and continue to 
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develop your skills of reading patterns.  If you are using zippers by the yard, you will learn a nifty 
trick to add the zipper pulls.   
 

 
HOMEWORK…..It is recommended to complete this before the day of the class to help 
ensure you finish the 241 Tote the day of the class. 
 
You will be cutting out all the pieces needed and fusing the interfacings to the corresponding 
fabric before class begins.  As you cut each piece, pin the label to the fabric.   
 
 
Cut out all the pattern pieces needed or trace the each piece onto freezer paper.  Transfer all 
the markings from the pattern pieces to the freezer paper. Cut out the freezer paper pattern 
piece for easy transfer by ironing it onto the fabric & tracing the pattern onto the interfacing. 
 
Read through the directions on the pattern to familiarize yourself with the information. 
I did not follow the suggested cutting layout on page 2 of the pattern.  I found it confus-
ing.  The table below may be helpful in organizing what needs to be cut. 
 
Cutting Instructions—Fabric & Interfacings:     
      (all cutting measurements are width x height) 

 

From Exterior Fabric:  Size: Interfacing & Size: 

(2) Center Panels Pattern piece SF 101  (2) 

(2) Side Panels Pattern piece SF 101  (2) 

(2) Side Pocket *(if making 
exterior pocket version)   
**Use another fabric for con-

trast as an option 

Pattern piece SF 101  (2)   

   

From Lining Fabric:   

(2) Center Panels Pattern piece  

(2) Side Panels Pattern piece  

(2) Side Pockets *(if making 
exterior pocket version) 

**Use same fabric for both 
parts 

Pattern piece  

   

 From Accent Fabric:   

(4)  Exterior Slash/Zippered 
Pocket Lining 

7”W x 5”H SF 101 (2)  7” x 5”  

   

Straps & Pockets:   

(2) Interior Slip Pocket 7”W x 7”H 
Consider combining the 
pockets together as one 

fabric choice 

SF 101 (1) 7” x 7” 
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(1) Straps 6” x 26” SF 101 (1) 6” x 26” 

Consider grouping your fab-
rics together …. 

Consider the straps as 
the exterior fabric 

 

 
Prepare the Fabric:  
Interfacing (top of page 3) --- Fuse the interfacing to the wrong side of the exterior center panel, 
exterior center side panels, exterior pocket pieces (if sewing exterior pocket version), strap and 
pocket pieces. 
 
 
Make Handle (page 8 step 5):   
Follow the directions for this step as written in the pattern.  Complete the #s 1 & 3, I skipped #2.  
I felt the SF 101 was plenty of stability in the handle.  Bring the finished handle to class. 
 
Add Markings to the Center Panel Pieces:  Using the pattern piece, transfer the markings for 
the slash zipper pocket on both side of the one of the center panels (front center panel) and 
mark where each dart will be on the both exterior center panels and both lining center panels. 
 
Bring with you all your pieces and any extra fabric/stabilizers as well to class with you.   
 
We will begin with sewing the darts, Step 1 on page 3. 
 
 
If you have any questions about the directions in the pattern or my instructions, do not hesitate 
to contact me at maryquilts913@gmail.com .  I will be happy to give you a call and assist you 
over the phone or by email.   
 
Enjoy, Mary 
 

 
* Doors open 15 minutes prior to class. 
* Do you need to rent a machine? Please call the shop and let us know at least 24 hours prior. 
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